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Administration to increase security measures
j

B LIZ PUTERB AUGH
"As a result of recorded incidents
oQcampusandstudentxoncenis,inere
win be an increase in scanty
Buxton, assistant dean
of students, said Wednesday. Buxton
announced the new security initiatives, which include additional Secu-ri-ty
personnel, campus lighting and
mea-surts,"Caro-

tyn

lit emergency telephones, at

Footlights
page 6

Tuesday's Campus Council meeting.
The administration's actions followed Sunday's attack ofa student in
the vicinity of Beall and University
avenues, after which Security posted
alert, the third this acaan
demic year concerning an attack in
thatarea(seebaxattheendofarticle).
The Security Department, as well as
the Wooster Police Department, will
increase their frequency of patrols,
focusing on the Beall and University
avenues vicinity, according to a special news release to the Voice. The
additional College security patrol
between 9 pjn. and 3 ajn. was to
beguiyesterday.accordingtoBuxton.
KdmJanvs, director of Secarity.said
that two new security employees began yesterday, one filling a previ- -.
ously vacant position and the other a
new but temporary position. The
news release stated that it would take
all-camp-

A&E

some

Threesome' movie

us

-

J-Bo- ard

several weeks for the installation of
lights, new phones and new lights on
phones to be completed.
Buxton said the new measures repconcern,"
resent a campus-wid- e
faculty and

pre-existi-

ng

in-vcJvmgtheadnu-

Associate Dean Carolyn Buxton
said the new measures represent

hopes students will
continue to
be responfor
sible
themselves
take
and

streak
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Ephraim,

ho
headed
w

SGA'i

support
of the

involving the administration,

faculty and student groups.

College's
card-ke- y

system
last year, said that SGA in particular
has been working toward increased
safety measures for the last three or
four years. "I see this issue as a result
of SGA and the community's hard
work," be said, as well as active
listening on behalf of the administration and the trastees to stjident
con-cem-

s."

Both Ephraim and Shannon
Sheehan 95, chair of SGA's
ad-h- oc

.

cornmiaee on security, said that College trustees were very responsive to
the security issue at the last student
relations meeting on April 7, when
student representatives presented a
list of concerns to the trustees.
"At this last meeting, almost every

orieofthestijdentrepresentativesmade
security one of their top concerns,"
Sheehan said, adding that this unity
seemed to make the trustees listen.

After the evening's meeting,
Sheehan said that five or six of the
trustees walked students home, seeing for themselves the inadequate
lighting. Sheehan said that, from
the tennis courts, she pointed out
the emergency telephone located in
front of Douglass Hall to the trustees.
None of them could see it, she said, on
what Ephraim called "a very clear
evening." Sheehan said that they also
pointed out to trustees the area where
several students have been attacked
near thepresident'shorne on the south
side of Beall and University avenues,
anareaof dense shrubbery and inadequate light "It's very easy for someone to hide," she said. It should be
very, very well lit."
Sheehan said that, although it is
supposed to be a standing committee,
SGA's committee
she
on security this February after receiving complaints from students about
Securiry'sesrart service. She said she
has gotten input from other organizations like the Women's Resource
Center (WRQ, Black Women's Or-be-si- de

re-organ- ized

.

please see SECURITY, page 2

concerns may cause revision Earth Day

about Judicial Board be included in
week.
next
Council plans to look into student
Shidemccoceraabcttconfidence
in the College's Judicial Board views about Juclidal Board at the beprompted a memo from President ginning of next year.
In his memo, Copeland gave the
Henry Copeland to Campus Council
recommending that the concern be possibility of reliance on the Dean's
addressed, if it exists, and giving the Panel for the hearing of all judicial
cases, in the event the Judicial Board
cJimmarionof the Board as one poswas eliminated, Under the current
sible outcome.
up
system, the accused is given a choice
brought
were
at
The conctrnt
the April 7 meeting of the Student ' between a Dean's Hearing Board or
Trustee Relations Committee. Ao Judicial Board hearing. According to
cording to Lauren Cohen '94,amem-b- er Becky Mullin 94, chair of the Judiof the committee and of Council, cial Board, the main difference betheconcernsaboutthe Judicial Board tween Ae two bcads a that the Judicial Board has student faculty and
were part of the larger issue of campus security. Specifically, student staffs whik the Dean'sHearingBoard
does not include students.
C0mmhtfeTnfniwrwBet'iriK''Tiett
Copeland wished to emphasize,
derisome
severity
in
lack
of
about
sions, bow the Board enforces the however, that abolishing the Judicial
Board was only a possibility,
sanctions it makes, and the consiswhether
tency of punishments among similar
He also
needed.
really
were
changes
chair
Footlick,
Jerrold
cases. Trustee
of the committee, then reported these stated his belief in the integrity of the
fqnrrmsfig,1thtw.hritcarn- - peopleon the Board. "My goal was to
pus security, to the Trustee Board be sure that this issue was in fact
examined by the group of people who
irjeeting on April 9.
have the responsibility for it," he said.
According to Cohen, Council
Carolyn Buxton, associate dean of
passed a resolution to set up a table to
and adviser to the Judicial
students
a
get student input They also sent
that "you do have a
Board,
believes
Office
Dean's
memo to the
that an educational program right to be beard beforeabody of your
m

depen-deauponstucleraconcer-nand

Editorials, columns
and letters to the
editor in

concern,"

"a campus-wid- e

safetyprecautions, like always traveling in groups or in well-l- it areas and
not leaving dormitory doors propped
open.
.
James voiced similar concem.'Tte-spit- e
the increase with the security
measures taken by the administration,
it's incumbent on all members of the
campus community to contribute in
whatever way possible to maintain a
safe campiis," he said. "For example,
the administration has taken steps to
improve the visibility by adding one
cfficer.However.if students continue
to prop and leave doors open late at
night, that measure theadminisration
has taken is defeated.'
"It's a community effort,' Buxton

vear'sfirst-yearoriematk-

Baseball continues

tion."

student

groups. She
said that she

By ANDY DUKER

Sports

said.
Dan Ephraim '95, Student Government Association's (SG A) president-elect
and member of Campus
Council, also said that the new measures are a result of "collective ac-- "

mstration.

Feature

review
page 9
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recorn-mendi-

ng

peers." But she stated that a peer
body is not always capable of hearing
everything. Therearesorne instances
when a peer body like the Judicial
Board may not be able to hear a
they
case fairly Justly , succinctly,

maynotbeabletoccraprenendallof
the nuance. Therefore we should
reserve the right to refer such situations toarnore senior body," she said.
However, she did not believe that
Judicial Board should necessarily be
abolished. "Whatever body hears the
case, some people are going to be
satisfied wfth the results, and some
will not," she said. "That's why I
don'tadvocatethrowiiig out the baby
with the bathwater"
Footlick believed that problems
concealing the Judicial Board most
commonly arise in criminal matters.
He sakl that theJudicM Board should
handle cases like plagiarism, but mat
in cases like sexual assault, it "gets
very complicated between where the
issue should be handled, at the Judicial Board, or with the City of
Wooster." He added, T have confidence in the integrity of the Judicial
Board. It's the Question of the rules
underwhich itoperatesand whether
they should be reexamined to see if
something should be done."

--

--

promotes

petitions
By KATHLEEN KILBANE
In celebration of Earth Day today.
Environmental Concerns of Students
(ECOS) and Green House will conclude Youth Service Week with a
table in Lowry to promote a greater
awareness of several local environmental concerns.
EarmDayprouqftedbcthgroupsto
engage the student body in a petition
drive over the last week. The first
d
and f
petition is
the armxint of
to students. At the table is a
description of an alternative strategy
for informing students while decreasing paper usage on campus. ' .
The second concern responds to
plara for 8tripnining the "ronton
trict of theWayne National Forest,the
only national forest in Ohio. Local
and regional efforts from groups in-campus-oriente-

o-ciisesccr- educmg

mass-maili-ngs

.

.

please see EARTH DAY, page 2

Christianity, apartheid

News Briefs
Rimer president Retard Nixon suffered a Broke Monday, and. as of
yesterday, is listed in critical ztxdzxxxL He is suffering from cerebral endema,
fatal rampix-ancf trii Crete
1 mtHing of fhf brrn.

r1

m

INTERNATIONAL
"safe area" in Goradze Wedrxaday. killing
in the Unixed
44 and wounding 137 often.
President Bill Clinton appealed Wednesday 10 the American public and to
Russia and the European allies 10 support his call for a major expansion of
NATO's miliary role ia trying 10 sop the fighting in Bosnia. The new plan
would extend NATO protection 10 Gorazde and four other Muslim towns, and
would demand heavy wearxs withdrawal from the Serbs or they would face
of air acacia on ammuniiion dumps and bridges.
rhf
Naoccs-drsigTW- rtl

p'W'fy

National and international news briefs compiled by ANDY DUKER
with mfonnation bomTheNcw York Tunes.

Security
conrinnrd from front page

tTK'tty issues
Carrie Young 96ofWRC said she
thinks the new security initiatives are
d.
"The stadenu have
feeea Yojcing these concerns for
awhile," Young said. She said WRC
Security about (he Take
ofApril
iheNlgixdanorjfaxica
Back
6. She said the daimratraticn gave
ns
people an opportumty to express
about safety on campus.
Although encouraged by the new
ccxmn

rnoch-neede-

--

coo-co-

r

efforts, Sheefaan said she questions
the duration of the measures, since the
new patrol position is temporary and
will end May 9. Concerning the new
position, James said it is "premature
to justify whether it will be permanent
or temporary." He said while additions to Security are positive, only
time wiS ten if they are necessary.
Sheefaan said for now the measures
seem tobea"good preventive investment." Of SGA's security commit
tee, she ssdd.1 want to keep security
something that srutVnfi can have a
voice m."

By SUSAN WXTTSTOCK

movement termed TJack theology"
wiarootsmtheearty 1900s. In 1912,

continued from front page

Dr. Shirley Ann Thorpe spoke on
"The South African Christian Response to Apartheid" for a lecture
luncheon yesterday.
Thorpe retired from the religious

black clergy withdrew from the
Church in protest to form separate

chxiing the OriwChaptCT of the Sierra
Club, Buckeye Forest Council and
Keartwood are voicing their concerns
toRalpfaRegula.acongressicnal representative from Wooster, so that the
U.S. Congress purchases the mineral
rights to the Wayne National Forest.
The federal government owns thetrees
and topsoiL but not the minerals
Those rights are currently owned
by Belvule Mining Incorporated.
Letters addressed to Regula, an appropriations subcommittee member,
will be available to sign. Students
interested in attending a public hearplans
ing regarding the
will meet in Lowry pit, Monday
evening.
Also featured at the table will be
contests for guessing various statisrecycling. Wintics for

studies

non-viole-

nt

"The movement stresses that
the church must not be used

departs ent of
the University

of South Africa

tolegUamizeapolicythatis

in 1993 and she
has served for
17

congregations. Since that point, they
actions
have advocated
and liberation from bondage and have

antithetical to the Gosper
Dr. Shirley Ann Thorpe

yean as a

missionary in

that country.
Thorpe explained on a personal
level the reactions of Soutii African
Christians in black and white communities to apartheid. "Some are
supportive of it because of the stability it provides and becaiise they don't
warn to upset the status quo," she said.
"Others see through the veneer and
oppose it strongly."
Thorpe spoke on the Church's role
mapartheidthraighoutSoum Africa's
history. The Dutch Reformed church
began a history of mtolerance during
thecclcrti days cfSc Africa when
white members refused to take comte
Christians,
munion with
she said. The church supported apartheid until recently.
Moat of her lecture focused on a
non-whi-

J

the
used
teachings of
the Bible to
protest the
heresy
of
apartheid.

The move-

ment su esses
that thechurch
raustnotbeusedtolegitaniizeapolicy
that isanothetical to the GospeL B lack
theology helped to lead to the eventual qnamimg of apartheid," she
said. In the 1980s, black clergy were
instrumental m the World Alliance of
Reformed Oaarh'sacceptanceof the
statement that apartheid is a heresy,
she stated.
Thorpe outlined the responses of
the church to the black theology movement. "Some Christians reject apartheid passivdy by ignciring it or iising
the lukewarm sympathetic approach.
Others reject tt actively by labelling it
and a growing number are taking a
stand with black theology. Black
theology has caused a much needed
breath of air" the said.

J

-

be-lo- w.

snip-mini-

on-camp-

ng

us

ners will be announced during
Saturday's "Dancing on McGaw"
event, sponsored by Student Activities Board, ECOS and Green House.
of bumper stickers and
pins will also be available.
In 1970, Senator Gaylord Nelson
Give-awa-ys

(D-WiscXininatedthefirst-EarthDay

which involved 20 million and
the establishment of the US.
EnvHonrnental Protection Agency.the
Clean Air and Clean Water Acts.
accel-erat-

Syracasc University

No leads have surfaced from an
alleged assault that look place early
S jnl?y nxr ni ig oca tie pcrsiVrt'i
hnia., acconLcg to CapL Dcr.ild

A campus alert issued
Mcociy accot me rtnrrrt stated
that a female student was gobbed
by he ihrjulder.learicgbashirt.as
she iT.wti by shrubbery on the
scudi tiJe of Lfcjverxiry Avenao.
Edwards said that a police report
about me K
stated
the
mVtsa it an mi and ran, wish Cx

Division of iBteraatioiial Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Aveaoe
Syracuse, New York L3244-417- 0

alleged perpetiatornotpucsuins her.
According to the campus alert, the
iijiirf escaped without harm.
The onh ocauluca of the per- pnnaar, Edwards said, was of a
white hand.'
Individuals wfih any information
about the frridrat should contact
Campus Security at extension 2390
or the Wooster PoCce Department
--

at237-570-

1400-23544-

f17tf

Xntrrnarioncornpfledby
JUDYNICHOLS

ui

A D

Programs in Africa, Australia. Belgium, Czech Republic, England,
France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Poland, and Spain
Prior foreign language not always necessary
-- SU credit
-- Field tripstraveling
seminars
Internships
Study for a semester, a year, or a summer
Home or limited apartment placements

tf

jjv

S

Concert Steps Back ia Place" misspelled Liz

Starach's 96 narnr.

Applications still being accepted
DOT J 6516, ATLANTA, CA

EZ-CA- BD,

rai
hw hn td. the BMt rCXXKSntzed and
accepted credit card In the oridVta and MasterCard
.
credit tarda, in your name, eyeh ir tuu
CREDIT or HAVE BZN TURNED DOWN VZXXiJl
VISA and MasterCard the credit cards you
mlpi i
ieserve and need lor E BOOKS
STORES TUmOH ErfTZRTAffM EST

(

r--mn

rc

l.kkj

EMERGENCY CASH TlCXETS RESTAURANTS
HOTELS MOTELS CAS CAR RENTALS
REPAIRS AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!
Xo
No

Ro

.... ,Your

1

Something to write home about!

0.

1

ABRO

SYRACUSE

.

Oft w

!

72

Correction
The April 15 article

Earth Day

Missionary outlines Church's role

NATIONAL

.
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credit checks I
security deposit!
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credit cards
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The Wooster Voice Viewpoints

Wooster Insight

v

needs a review

J-Bo- ard

-

There is a lack of confidence among students in the College Judicial Board.
Rumor mills are constantly churning out
facts about the Judicial
Board. It is unhealthy to have mystery surrounding a body responsible for
ensuring justice on this campus. Recognition of these problems are spawning
a rcveiw of
Students feel that justice is not being meted out the way it should, and the
decisions made are unfair. Since no one knows what really goes on, these
feelings are easily reinforced. Judicial Board's commitment to secrecy has K
cost it dearly .The Board needs to give more access to the student body as far
as its proceedings are concerned, or perhaps to reporters.
Distinctions should be made between the cases being handled by students
and those that cannot, or should not be handled by students.
SiriceftisnrKlrauabkttuwcJvmgesareDe
student mput on revising the Judicial Board. If students are allowed a voice in
what changes stoukl be inadear
have helped bring about a badly needed trarormation.

C(iv lS.
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Housing reconsidered
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The Woo
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Editor hi Chief

Judy Nkholi

EE

Letters
Sloppy Voice disappoints prof
April IS, 1994 was so poorly written and edited as to be almost incomprehensibleeven to someone with
years of experience deciphering student writing in both English and
French. It took me 20 frustrating
minutes to translate the misspellings
and malapropisms, reconstruct the
fractured syntax, reinvent the connections between sentences and paragraphs and finally (I think) get the gist
'.
of the text ...
1 realize that writers and editors are
.

As a new faculty member, I find
thattheVeprovides in valuable (and
highly entertaining!) insights into the
Lie of the College. I look forward to
reading the paper every Friday, and
have generally been impressed by the
variety of topics, rhediversity of opinion and the quality of writing.
OccasionaUy.bowever.Iamdisap-- ''
pointedby hastily and carelessly written prose that- - shows little sign of
reflection or revision. The film re- vkswthatappearedmlastweek'sVbice
.
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Tbs College of
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often pressed for time; and an occasional blooper or oversight can certainly be forgiven. But at an institution like this one, where writing is
valued and emphasized across the
curriculum, it would make sense foe
the campus newspaper to provide a
consistent model of careful composition and judicious editing. After all,
it's great practice for I.S.
SHARON L SHELLY
Assistant professor of French
:

LS. veteran offers memories, advice
Recently, I happily received the
April 8, 1994 issue of The Wooster
Voice. I immediately shared this is--;
sue with a number of friends to show
them the tremendous quality of
thought and hard work that I have
repeatedly claimed to be the hallmarks of a fine Wooster education.
Iadmit, however, that upon reading
the editorial entitled, "Senior LSj
Whysucharigdeal?"byChitralekha
ZutsIwasabit taken aback. At first
I put it down to the old adage that
there is always one in every crowd."
However, the more I read this article
the rnorelbelieve trial trere are rints
I must make.
As a 1991 graduate, my LS. (and
those of the vast rriajority of the seriior
class) was not i"night-be- f ore paper.'
It was a well constructed thesis that
toc4tin)e,thoughtandas0tofenergy.
I and five fellow IS. students were
invited to attend the Undergraduate
Research Conference in Pasadena,
Cafif. Weanmed peoplewim knowledge trial back home mWcoster.there
were over 600 other students who
were also engaged in some type of
researching activity regardless of
major.
The statement mat LS. does not
.

ensure you ajob or aplace in graduate
school is obviously true, but in my
experience, it certainly helps. I got
my first job because I had already
addressed some of the issues the position entailed in my I.S. I had some
knowledge on the subject and could
discuss it intelligently unlike most
oftheotherSOapplicants who walked
in the door.
I also highly recommend to all
graduating seniors to put their LS.
title in some section on their resumes,
Discussing your LS. is great in an
interview. It shows the interviewer
trjat you actually might be able to start
something and finish it Employers

are not looking for liberal arts
:

grauduates per se. They are looking
for people to get a job done well and
on time.
The feeling once LS. is turned in is
andlimaac. This is true for most
things in life. .The point being is not
really where you are once you finish
something like LS. but rather how you
got there. The point is because you
have done LS you will get through
that day since you have skills to figure
out how to do something about whatever crisis awaits you.
I congratulate all thoseseniors who
--

Room draw has come and gone. In the aftermath of yet ariother housing
crunch, a significant number of students are not yet boused for the next
academic year. In light of this situation, college housing policy deserves some
scrutiny. The financial aid office currently cuts financial aid to students who
wish to live off campus. While this may be an understandable policy, its
detriments may outweigh its advantages.
Some students wanting to live off campus have maintained a room on
campus because it is covered by firiarjcial aid and have chosen rjot to Uveuere.
This inefficiency fa troubling in light of the current housing situation. . In an
attempt to bouse this year's entering class, trie Cdkge was forced to open two
students. This has been less than successful, as
houses to first-yethe College was forced to break up one of the houses
Wooster's long term policy on bousing should take into account such
contingencies.
would allow flexibility, and perhaps help avoid this problem. It should be
considered as an option for the future.
eaW tffriml havef mmd
Thmt sira nprmf the majority
mot nacnmrCtj On viewt uf tkt tnHn tHff.

have successfully completed I.S. this
year. You worked hard and deserve"
some praise. You have not,popular to
a certain editorial writer's "belief, lost
you privileged position as one keeping Wooster's intellectual tradition
alive. It is through your thoughts,
words and actions you will take this
hope beyond the College the
side world that really needs it
It is easy to be smug and
about WoosterandLS. when
you are there and such attitudes are
encouraged and almost expected. It is
much harder in the outside world
where the everyday process of living
takes it tolL Once you have left
Wooster, you will understand. You
will laugh out loud at those people
who have never been asked to write a
paper longer than six pages in their
entire lives, who have no idea how to
startalargeprojeabecuasetheyriever
have done one, and who think that
Independent Study was just for kids
who wanted an easy credit!
So once again, I congratulate all
those seniors who finished LS. and
went out and parried. You earned the
right to celebrate.
conde-scendi- ng

'

-

ROBIN CORDELL '91

Page
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Speak Your Mind

Responses compiled by NAT MISSHDINE
Photos by CHERYL BECKER

Do you think the SGA has done a good job in serving this campus?

.vJb
MICHELLE GRAY 95

i't think they do a good job be--

eatse:IhearakxwccnpUirx3 from
'peoplebut not much ts done farinose
comptaim
--

MICHAEL HUNTER 94
No, because in four yean I don't
what theyve dene for the cam- pus m that tone.

bw

1

1

1

-

Ozone debate continues

short-live-

"half-truth- s,

Envi-ronme-

.

annzone-destroyi-

ntal

.

,

m

gov-auut-

Montreal Protocol, agreement to
end production of CPCs by 1996.)
Ia fact, the director of the United
Nations Eavitcnnyrtal Program has
called ozone depletion "a danger as
big as humanity has ever faced."
dearly, this issue has broken out of
the hypothetical realm; Vet us follow
suU with the debate.
SeagramVTropicana Inc. supports
industry. Aboy-co- tt
of Tropicana sends a message of
consciousness to the executiveboards
of otherwise omnipotent industries.
do not take any radical
But wait
commitment without thought: Mr.
Pease is correct, we should all "do
son investigating of ourown." However, this investigation must process
current global realities about ozone
depletion, not Just hypothetical scenarios. In other words, get real

--

ng

at

NATHANIEL HITT 96

.

Take back the night reflections
i

As female riidpms of tf Take
Back the Night march an Wednesday
April 6, we fed compelled to express
some of our own feelings and emotions on the march The event gave
women a voice of ejiemiuu and
empowerment. We expi eased our
fears and our pain, we shed lean tod
emtrargdeaieives. It was a time cf
ernpowermeotfor everyone who par-membersof thetowa.and staff. Some
of our cm venations after the march
have been 2fc&XasfcB impossible
to adequately describe the mtensayof
such an event But we ask those who
were not Cxie to andentand that the
realiry of sexalexciaionaod violence toward worses and men ts real

and prevalent on our campus and everywhere,
l.
We ask you to understand and accept the fear (bat women have walking alone at night, or the frustration
that we fed when we are assaulted by
derogatory crmrnrnu in Lowry. par- -, .
ties or public streets.
You may or may not understand
these fears and frostzaoons but we ask .
you to accept them as genuine con-cems mat we all needlework together
to com hat,
Violence toward women affects us
alL We ask that you don't see the.
inarch as so anrmpt to alifTtacr our- -,
selves, but see kasacaU to arms to all
groups on campus to take a stance
die violence. Whether you

'P"

home, confront ag
walk
gressive behavior and language, or
lend your support la a survivor in
need, we all need to act today!
Doing the event we expressed our
concerns with security on this campus; specifically, despite the fact that
two tssaufej have occured in the same
unlit area by the president's house,
nothing has been dene to improve the
safety of the area. Now, two weeks
later, a third assault has ouuiicd ia
that same location. When wiH the
college take action? How many assaults wiH it take?
KATRINA HOWARD 94
JENNIFER MANDLE "95
KATHRINA PETERSON 96
.

-

IL

.

AMANDA J. SMITH 97

MELISSA CULVER "96
You bear about all the
meetings but nobody really feels m-vorved onnj around election time,

MATT ROACH 94
They have been beneficial in some
ways and lacking mothers. Myexpe- nenceberehas been enjoyable partly
due to SGA.

Lett
Thomas Pease's April 12 leaer to Ultraviolet alerts." In fact, they have
ozone depletion, itcanmrndrdihat young children are
the Voict
entsJed "A lesson in science." caHj as kept from playing in sunlight at all
to beware cf a "Yn 1 lets course of times. We have now begun rachmg
furore grnerations to fear the sun;
action pat would not benefit humanity" though environmentally progres-siv- e clearly this is not the time to debate
steps such as the elimination of whether or doc the problem exists.
chlorofkxrocarbons. Instead, I call Mr. Pease may faO to acknowledge
him to examine the current actions of the ozone hole over Canada, but the
the global community in addressing Canadians will not.
We can choose whether or not to
the realises of ozone depletion.
Friends from Aostzalia haverelayed care. However, this freedom of choice
d
as the ILS.
many stories of 45 SPF sunblock may be
Protection Agency has esand snrJatt as a daOy part of hie.
They haw no chokx. They are living timated that 12 million American
under full awareness of the dim inish-in- g wiH develop skin cancer in the next50
years due to ozone depletion.
ozone layer and (he epidemic levFinally, although Mr. Pease main- els cfikin cancer which it brings. The
depletion of the ozone layer, referred tains that ozone depletion is "without
exagany long-terstudy or other reliable
toby Mr. Ftase as
scientific report," the Australian, Ca-gerations, and myths" brutally manimrfizn gnd American governments
fests itself in Australia.
disagree with him. (As well as the
Closer to home, the Canadian
has begun announcing daily other 126 nations which signed the

V,'1:1

rm sure they're doing a great Job, but

on-cam- pus

they iieed toworrongetnngtnestu- dents to know what they are doing.

Seniors offer their hopes,
fears for the College
The people closest to any given
situation know how to handle it best
The more voices heard, ten stronger
the organization. I don't believe any .
one person ontopcanknowitalL The
rncreviewpciirxs and kixjwlcdgE available, the beoer the decisions."
Barbara Levy Kipper
Chairman of Chas. Levy. Ca

--

Widi two weeks left in our time at
Wooster, and in light of the current
s,
political climate that exists on
we feel ccnpelled to express our
vision of the future of campus leadership at The College of Wooster.
Currently, the students at Wooster
have begun to take ca the appearance
of a proactive student body; yet, students seem to rally around particular
issues withouconsisterjlinvorverjaem
in the community as a whole. In the
last month, issues such as recycling,
security, and thejudicial system have
been widely disenrvd by students in
such environments as the recent SGA
election and the Board of TrtsOe
meeting.
U is exciting to us rhat changes have
occurred and wfflcrjntinue to occur in
the coming year, as a result of the
actions taken by students in a single
month. Butwhaubou the other eight
months of the academic year?
.

cam-.pu-

AsstuuEtttXjWcnTpsttaircourpiaces

at the forefront of the push for the
changes we see necessary. We must
work together to buOd a cornmuniry
that respects and addresses student
concerns. This cornnatnity must be
composed net eery of students, but of
who win address the needs of the
entire campus. Bat as students, we
can oot expect these other groups to
icprcjtatns adequately. Because mey

won't
The student body must be the impe-tfor change. Each individual student must bold student leaders ac- -.
coumabte for expressing studert concern and accerx the task ctfirrvorv
him or herself.
Despite recent victories, there are
many things which students can and
us

mustctotoimrxctheoialiryofrheir
experiences at Wooster. What has
happened is that the system has
changed toone which favors an active
student body.
In order for students at Wooster to
empower themselves, they must take
an active role in shaping the agenda,
whether that means using the structures mat already exist or redefining
the limits of the system. But students
must not permit the system to slip
unstopped back into the one which
existed when we first arrived at
Wooster. The student body must define a vision for its future, and the
campus leaders must carry out this
As we leave Wooster, two fears
remain. First, that an individual, or
small group, will try to tsD the student
d,
body what it wants and needs.
we 'reafixid that the student body
wiH let that happen, content to simply
follow.
Our challenge to you: Take action
and get involved. Make your voice
heard through whatever means you
feel is appropriate, Work with the
student leaders you elected to foster
an environment of change and
that benefits everyone in the
Wooster community, rather than just
a few.
Sec-co-

devel-oprne- nt

XJSAOSTERMUELLER94
LAUREN COHEN "94
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Earth Day lessons: Looking beyond intentions
This Earth Day, like previous ones, brings the usual quixotic
makes it into recycling bins. Though most at this school have
practical mix that comes with the slogan "think globally, act been good about recycling, there are those who out of laziness,
locally." While one's choice of OJ. concern for privacy, orjust forgetfulness simply throw their trash
will not save the planet, efforts to in garbage cans. The decision to keep the present program was
STEFAN A. BIELSKI
mailings based upon student opinion and involvement, such as at a recent
curtail endless
rnaystep this wasteful nuisance. Smce panel discussion with students and members of the Environmenscientists don't agree on ecological doomsday predictions,
tal Task Force. While this is a good indicator of student
it is on the local level where thecampus can achieve the most involvement, volunteerism and concern, it is misguided. The
productive discourse.
arguments made against the proposed changes were not based on
Many students celebrating this Earth Day will also celebrate problems with the company. Rather it was argued that to do
the recent decision lo continue Wooster's current recycling otherwise would rob students of the opportunity of recycling.
program. That program has had problems recruiting enough This included not only those in the recyclmg program, taa every
volunteers and those who make the recycling runs acknowledge student The reasoning is every act of recycling signals a
commimienttotneenvironrnent.
it is a demanding, often nauseating, aHBHMBHMMBV
gradually instilling that ethic It
and usually thankless job. The recyevery act recycling signals
is also a cop out It is the feelcling program has to pay to fin its
.
it
environment
the
to
commitment
equivalent to saving that
good
coorranks, which, wirh the recycling
feel-goosaying
a few coins to panhanthrowing
equivalent
to
d
is
over
the
$7,000
intern,
a
costs
dinator
a commitment to
instills
dlers
year.
that throwing few coins to
fighting poverty. To call it a
The College considered fallowing
panhandlers instills commitment to band-ai-d solution would be gen
the example of the City of Wooster,
erous. Instead, nsirnpry relieves
which had its own extensrverecycling fighting poverty.
the individual of taking the time,
program, mrwiaiiig to anew waste
tnanagernent system. A company, ILC Mfller, would take all responsibility and effort to find out what the real environmental
problems and solutions are. Carrying this analogy further, if a
tiashioitsnew$9miIlknplattmCantm
company was willing to employ these panhandlers, would there
Mog kinds ofrecydabtaarricorn
program
a
separate
through
opposition because it would deny others the ability to make
paper
be
handles
though the company
and colored glass will be recycled in the near future. Under this token effemartd to riave a reminder of the problems of poverty?
Erivironmentalists should be happy that theft cause is now so
program there would be, si least theoretically, 100 percent
(ypiaryc w n rgfaw. wnrilA be recycled, not jug that which accepted, so mainstream, that a company can make a profit
all-camp-

us

per-ha- ps

a

of

a

a

.

Stop talldn' 'bout my
Media's portrayal of

over-educat-

.

skcf

H
cidpinhead hack
defining my generatioafcrrne.
I'm sure they try their best to grasp something
important, bat they only
ne most a?erfkial
gn
MATT SEAMAN
aspects of what snappen-in- g
to our generation of
Arnericans wandering the bars
and CD stores of the great cities of America and
Europe.
There's all this new culture, the XJeneration
X" culture, that's on the loose. It's young, it's

Tm

40-ye- ar

joornal-istsatJVoV-

ed

bjp,it'stastefunyinTvererato
give, it's clever, it's poignant. For our learned
professors reading this, this generation's cultural dictionary includes such entries as the
Dnnglaa Conpland. anyfnmMnwt wnrt
thing that's been on the music television since
Martha Quinn left. Bob's Youth Hostel, Kurt
Occam's death and The Gap.
The media hat been pumping out what our

ri

fcvesareUwtMwelibstodo.wbatwefedat
certain times. Becauseof thiswearecornptoety
unable to be anything as indrviduab. Instead,
our lives are reduced to long strings rf cliches.
AD ofusDxdhGrmiaMexactly the same time.
We all felt exactly the same way about Kurt
Cobem's death. We all reacted in a few
of ways to Ben Seller's film, Tleality
Bia"Weafl identify josu Hale too much with
Tm a Loser baby, so why
Beck, as he rh
don't you k21 me." We are afl huge generic life
machines. If we were on sale ma supermarket
we would be Brand X. Instead, we not our
combi-natio-

ns

marketplace of American riwioriiena, and so
we are called Generation X.
Asaproduct, we do pretty wefl. Most of that

inter-offi-

dc-c- ao

ce

Stefan A. Bielski

is Viewpoints editor for the Voice.

ration
g-g-g-gene-

is demeaning, shallow

twenty-somethin- gs

Dear Agrmatrs,

recycling. Environmental trailblazers (pardon the irony) could
then move on to new, gnxner pastures to put theirgood mtento
and efforts to work. Such opportunities abound. Cutting waste
in the first place would be a good place to start. Paper used in
nrinter rcmss esmnut is free far tiiAnt and thev use it like
such, making multiple hard copies and versions for the simplest
of errors. No problem, the campus conventional wisdom goes,
just recycle iL Though paper doss grow on trees, his an energy
and chemically intensive process to recycle it; that's why recycled paper is so expensive. Often it is warehoused, because it
is too costly to recycle.
Reusing remains more economically efficient as well as environmentally friendlier man any recycling process. The use of
envelopes, something businesses have done for
could be expanded. As kstands there isadirective against
students using such envelopes. Tnere are countless other alternatives mat reduce the need for paper, such as word processing,
computer bulletin boards and electronic and voice mail, all
market mnovauons..
Such market mechanisms that encourage efficiency are bck-in- g
here. Those wbolive on campus have an the heat, electricity,
and food they can consume, and they waste all three. If the
problem of campus waste is conquered, there are countless
opportunities for the more adventurous in the form of direct
individual action in the surrounding community. There are
streams to be cleaned, and trails to be tended erosion to be
prevented. Ifhandsxi en virctmiental education is des
are more productive uses of human and fiscal resources.

is because we are all either still living off our
parents or are just living somewhere no plans
of family, no designs on the future, nothing to
save for so we have a lot of disposable income. Wespendalotof time buying ourselves.
We love to open a magazine and see that we're
responding correctly.
Our parent's find this odd. They prized
individuality, we find it pasaf. They buy our
culture too. Too blind to see ft as a diagram of
their children's lives, they drone on about what
good literature it is.
generation
Folks in that older,
think we are terribly original. There are somany
of us doing so many different things. This is just
stupid. A generation with 500 sub cultures is no
more original than a television with 500 chaiv
nels. And just like theAlBundy's of the world
love lo channel surf drunk on the couch, the
rnerxuben ofoar generatkn cultures
out-of-tu-

ne

frfAiftattTtilliflrrtlnhafatait1wanl.

rot to wardrobe. Today I'm ia J.Crew,

tomor-

each nncnxuliure as
row IH be grunge-botragically vapid as the last.
Newsweek loves all this. They love just
mentioning thing!!, aortcf like "Reality Bites."
Every time they mention the Brady Bunch another few thousand copies gets sold. Of course,
no one is really interested in breaking this surface. No one rtally cares why an emire generation has resigned itself to a fatalistic
foone reallycareswhy America's
young people seem content to wander about
Europe for a bit, then work in a coffee shop for
eight years. Vewwactuany offered a theory
on the origins of grunge, in an article about Mr.
Cobain's death they informed their readership
that, "Grunge is what happens when you put
guitars in the hands of children of divorce."
y

self-im-failu-

re.

Wow. the insight
I don't really know
why we are the way we
are. I have no idea why
most of my friends think
getting married right out
of college is dumb. I
don't know why I know
one person in this year's
graduating class who is
on any kind of career
track. I don't know why
I find comfort in thinking about living at home
with my parents.
I have a theory about
this. My theory is wrong,

but everyone else is
wrong, so I may as well
be too. I mink that we are
smarter than any other
generation before. "Why
else would more than 10

percent of Wooster's
graduating class have
overa3.7GPA. To in-

teract with the work intelligibly a person needs
more education than ever before. As a generation we 8re incredibly smart. We can understand things in context excellently. Wooster
helps this. We read, we think, we gain an
understanding of our environment and all it has
to offer us. We realize that we don't want what
it can give, and are disheartened. We realize
mere isn'tanything we want and the world very
quickly becomes a very boring place. We face
lifetimes of living hell, bored and frustrated,
ambling restlessly from vanishing option to
vanishing option. Impressed by the stupidity of

others, hating the intelligence of ourselves, not
realizing everyone is doing the same thing to us
tnatwetodoourselves. But hey, as people, we
make great art
What wM happen tous? What wiU become of
Generation X? Some of us win get rich ripping
each other off. Some of us will get poor being
ripped off. Most ctf ia will grow out of it and
start investing in mutual funds.
Man Seaman is an editorial writer
for the Voce
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Footlights: h.emfakb3wr actor's paradise
j

B AMANDA

Tib trying to flank of i word be-

tween ccfccticand Tiny mrybcsur-t's me moat surreal croup en

camps."

(ax

When I asked Robert Wise
Smurpb) 96.DJ for die campus radio

conxoirocpeFooc!ihaiolexhbe
ibis group in one word, flat was ihe
drfinitwi ao pflefuBy chosen. Ah,
be took ihe words right out of my
mooihl Yousceau4jdui3Saaa'ph
Footlights isa dulerenikind ofoppor-tucir- y
cfiercd at Woooer. It's a
Bniqucf ioknce."be and. "A radio
comedy troop doeaal really com-pa- re
to anything else oa cam put
Footlights was founded by a poop
of pioneering aadrriduals inriudrrg
Machew Scum Teg," who originally tiaaoght there wasn't enough
camp it, pymhrf Ben
comedy
Wacfas 96 revealed. Ibe grccporigi-aate- d
out of a WCWS show caQed
Tfigbflbrob." Tfigbflhrob was the
original abow that ibe troupe of actors
paracipaaed in." he said. "It
became not only ibe troupe,
bat the ibow."
Wachs said ibe show is a pleasing

Wacbs said the group would like to
get back their old time slot "We get
a lot more listeners on Fridays," be
said. "We're competing with a lot
more on Saturdays, such as the movies in Mateer." It's also a matter of
tradition. "There's a val
u,
one-thocontinuing
ued feeling of being able
spoofs and aerials. "Not
everyone in the troupe "Our auditions involve being there then to stick wim the pest," he
said.
readingfrom transcripts
writes, but everyone is getting up
Currently, Wacbs said
welcome ax" be said. No essentially proving
you're wWing to
group is looking for
the
topic is off limits, but of
some newpersoralirirs to
course most comply with make
Ben Wachs
perpetuate this phenom- Federal Cornrnunctahorrt
ts
enon. This year.
Commission roles and
is
eight
members.
But.
ltad
every
k
And
requests.
open
to
always
stressed.
Wacbs
regulations,
Heidi End "94 said she particularly once in a while when the Footlights BotlimitmgflsclftoacertamrMmhet:
enjoys the structure of Footlights. "1 gang is feeling particularly frisky, "We're happy working wuh a small
Lke the idea that yon can work on they'll give their listeners a lisle treat group, but we have no objections to
something and be si2y and share it by plamg the onaic at half speed or going back to a large group if we get
a lot of great auditions." be said.
a even at doable speed.
wim your friends," she said.
Wachs said that in the past, the
Footlights has traditionally been
difiereaaartof creative outlet." Enel
group
was much larger and more inairing
got involved wim Footlights her first aired on Friday nights, but its
formal;
imxlbissenKswisanSaiurdayinghts
as of recently, however, they
in
year here because she had fallen
have become more professional and
wim a group of friends who were atlGL Toalighawasacorajnuous
doing iL She saidjhe vm"absorbed." thing for about five or six years," have organized auditions. 10ur audi- -.
pons involve being there then getHowevcr.thecomedy does not take Wacbs said.' "It's gone through
ting up and reading from transcripts
changes.
bwasconsistoDtrdoneon
precedence. The majority of ibe show
proving that you're wiltessentially
was
night.
The
chain
at
Frilayi.tse
typical
said.
Wacbs
A
is irararal.
ing to nialx a fool of yourself."
Footlights agenda might ndude tunes
Footlights is taking torpeopie who
from Ren & Stimpy andTom Lefarer. between the station and the show."
writer of such gems as "Poisoning
Pigeons m the Park" and "The
Wacbs described the
nMax"as parry musk cifl flavors" t
"anything from punk to
translatk
alternative." He said the show is

melange of musk aod comedy. "We
sort oT wab a comedy ski." be said.
"We cod wub a comedy skit m
between, we have music and other
skits." AD of ibe skits are written by
memben of the troupe and include

JUMON

Mas-ochismTan-

ga"

and

that
yourself"
afoot of

'96

Foot-figh-

It's

Foot-figh- tsl

'

Students use Internet to tackle
global issues through ICONS
Wyi and

nrgnfiatf tfar n
conferences over ihf Intrmet on
behalf of me nations Ibey represent.
"Students learn the most and best
by doing," said Maryann Cushnano,

NEWS RELEASE

c-pa-

.

wnin t tap
taken several hours and has involved
intense negotiations. Finally, in the
early ma iiing hours.
,
ihe Panamanian negoone thing to study about the problems
tiation tram has ham
it's
mered ouufinalagree-me- the global community in textbook,
on joint policies quite another actually to participate in the .
TT)ft

intrant "i1

"Ifs

a

nt

--

and
i

arid programs with dip-

lomats from seven
bat ihe trade of

This might sound Lke a standard
scenario in irjsernational diplomatic
circles. But instead of meeting around
a conference table in an exotic location, ihe participants are "speaking"
win each other through a global computer network. And ihey are not diplomats, actually; they are College of
Wooster political science trnrVra in
Ohio who are V fit Minting" Panama
in negotiations wim counterparts from
around me world who are 'Representing" other nations at me computer- A3 me students are learning about
global public poQcy decisions and are
sharpening fheir skills through International Ccmmunicatioa and Negotiation Simulations, which exists on

.

the Internet computer network.
fCCauowisaxjenonTancoOeges
and nnrvenitics throughout me world
to assume ihe roles of foreign policy

Central

ccmemhandy!

"

America.

South America and
Asia have participated.

In addition

1

negotiations."

ffiirix

of

.

Hot diggitydogl

ibTOaeatrviry.encourage interdisct-plinar- y
thinking and provide practice
in problenyaotving. Since ICONS
began m the early 1980s, students
from more than 150 colleges and uni- versities in Europe,

ter

perform well, are fun to work with,
arededicated and dependable,areable
to laugh at themselves and who are
interested in writing comic material
for the radio. Wachs said the structure
of the show is very advantageous for
inspiring, young radio comedy writers. Footlights serves as" forum for
work to be aired," be said. "It's the
amateur actor's paradise."
Member Susan Salmon "94 agreed
with Wachs that Footlights is a rare
opportunity. "Radio comedy and radio drama are not very common.
Nowadays, you're not going to find it
in the real world and if you do, it
win be hard to get into," she said.
Above all. Footlights is as much
fun 10 do as it is to listen to, Wachs
said. He feels the group is very closely
knkarjdsbaresasiinilarmentality.
1
like the fact we're all pretty good
friends," Salmon said. It's always
been really close that way."
Auditions win be held April 30 in
Lean Lecture Room at 3 pjn. Those
interested are welcome to bring a
writing sample, butare notrequircd to
do so. In addition, Wachs lecom- -

rep-rese-

.

(

f

."V'

.i

j

'

nt

--

then-assign-

A

to

Panama. 19 nations
Maryann Cusimano are being rimnlatrd
ibis semester. Also.
assistaraprofessorof political science students at several other coDeges and
and international relations at Wooaer. inhrersities around me world are act"It's one thing to study about the ' ing as translators for the negotiations.
problems of the global community in Theparuopatings&jdaxsdono
which colleges and unrversities
a textbook, and it's quite another
which nation until the end of
to participate in the negotiatTTTmarion.
me
tions. Stadeno internalize more when
This motivates the students to rethey're directly included in what's
ally be negotiators from
happening.
ICONS is creating a lot of interest country." said Cusimano. "In addi-tiok prevents students from making
in the class. Students are more exjudgments during the simulations
cited than ifl just presented mis matebased oa stereotypes mey might hold
rial as a lecture." she said.
Developed at the University of about studmrs from a cerutin educa-tion- al
institution or another country,
Maryland at College Park. ICONS
provides students with an cvportunity rather Can on rhe infbrmarina being
to grapple wxh such problems as the presental by the other negotiators."
ac-tua- Hy

!"v-C-

r

ed

n,

TofadSateirjteractkn.manymu

violations,arms control, world beahh ' tilateral conferences are held during
frav-- t, intcrnaticnal Pthe course of the semester's simuladrug trafficking, peace in the Middle East and tion. All nations will participate in
e
caiferences."
gfcbalenviraranental politics. ICONS several of the
is designed to improve students' ana- please see ICONS, page 7
rtical skills, build teamwork. reh
-,

real-tim-

pfaow

by BRTTTANY BULUUtD

Taykjr, the OATs dog, enjoys this week's temperate spring
weather. Thoega M may come late to Wooster, spring it always
appreciated by man and beast ake. Taylor is owned by Dick Field
94.
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ICONS
cxntrnnrd from page 6 '

and diffinrttirs faced by
negotiators.
In surveys conducted by the University of Maryland's department of
government and politics, participat-in- g
students have reported "mat their
understanding of the complexity of
international issues increased markedly as their perception of the world
being divided into us and them'
decreased." They have also reported
gaining an increased sensitivity to
cultural and linguistic differences and
a greater uafcrstandSig of the differing perspectives that individuals from
other nations bring to various negoti--

A quest foi: riewcourss

..

real-wor- ld

but do catkxi is invited to every cod- fcrgnce.

According to Cosimano, a typical
ICONS tirrinlarinn such as the drug
summit is launched by a scenario that
outlines the state of the simalated
worM and kfcaifies areas fixnegorja-tkBoth VS. and international college and university teams are linked
to central computers at the University
of Maryland. Using specially designed software, known as POLNET
hann, the computers are the
dling systems for the
messages that are exchanged during a
n.

e-m- ail

2JDOO-3.0-

00

While coflrge and mriversity teams
cannot claim to have solved global
problems by the end of a simulation,
they do come away from the experience with a clearer understanding of
the policies of the countries they
Their particTpjffionh
them more aware of the many pitfalls
rep-rcyit- ed

There's real value in students putting themselves into the shoes of individuals from another country," said
Cusimano. "Differences among
people andnationsbecomemorecom-prehensibl- e
as a result of the ICONS
simulation. It's a way to be exposed
to other cultures without leaving
Wooster."

By AARON SKRYPSKI
Having beard that there were numerous new courseofferings this year,
I feft compelled to set out m search of
future academic stimulation. My
mission was to find out exactly what
these new courses were and what they
inight entaiL
Not a problem, I told myself. I
decided to go straight to the top, no
not President Copdand 4 went to
seeDeanFigge. Sure enough, I came
to the right spot
I was able to secure a list of die new
courses with about as much ease as
James Bond himself. With great excitement, I headed back to my room,
opened up my bag to get the list and
began to peruse it eagerly. I expected
lo see hundreds of offerings: controversial classes, trendy classes, unique
classes. Imagine my surprise when I
found out that only two totally new
courses had been approved. That's

right, two. Well, two is better than
none, I guess. Reading further, I
discovered that both were in the geology department.
The two new courses are "Oceanography" and "Processes and Concepts of Geology." "Oceanography"
is an "interdisciplinary examination
of theoceans,"hencethe title. It deals
with the "locks, sediments, geophysics, structure and history of ocean
basins and their margins." The second one deals with "the materials,
structures and surface features of the
earth." This one also covers a promi-nequestion of our time, the "origin
and evolution of the earth." Both
classes were recently approved by the
Educational Policy Committee and
by the entire faculty.
Hmm These courses sound very
interesting. What a perfect way to
broaden my horizons, I thought According to geology department chair
Mark Wilson, geology is "by its very
nt

SGA's pickup for Large Storage will be on April 30.
The van will be at:
Holdsn:
am.

A selective program, Kent admits only 100 students into the
MBA program each year, and 100 students into the
part-tim- e
program. The unifying theme, Professional
Management Educatkn...for Ethical Leadership and Problem
Solving, is reinforced through a series of key executive
modules. The management core is designed to give the student
study of the key functional areas of business needed
to be a successful leader and manager, including finance,
human resources management, rnarketing and strategy.
Several areas of concentration are also available. Because of
these features, Kent's graduates are prepared to have exciting
careers in all types of organizations ranging from small and '
intermediate businesses to international corporations, as well
as nonprofit organizations.
full-ti-

Douglass:

Andrews:

2-- 3

pjn.

pjn.

-

v

--

V

The Premier Public MBA Program in
Northeast Ohio

me

Accredited by the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business
.
.
Highly Affordable: Graduate Assistantships
e
Students
Available to
Full-Tim-

in-de- pth

Each item will be $12
SGA is looking for editors
for the annual Baby Boole

f

A letter of intent must be submitted to IEphraim
no later than Tuesday, April 26.
at
C-15- 37

Any questions should be directed to ext. 3131.

1

Full-Tim-

,

e

and

Part-Tim-e

Programs Available

Accelerated Program for Undergraduate
. .
Business Majors ,. ,
,
Attractive Residential Setting
.

siAit

MBA
For Further
Information Please Contact:

Earn up to &00Ono. on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour

World Travel.
Summer & Full-Tiorrptoyment available.

Graduate School of Management
(216)
Ext 235

End of year
busing schedule
is as follows:
May 5: Leave from

672-228-

2,

;

Lowryctl and5

me

No exp. necessary.

For information, call
1-2Q6434-0468

exL

C5562

'

Tickets go on sale
Tuesday 26: 5-- 6 pm
Wednesday 27: 6-- 7 pm
Thursday 28: 7-- 8 pm
Friday 29: 4-- 5 pm '
-

IAny questions please call 3031J

,

.

.

'The Coumuui Report

Ms. Carlisle

Cruise Ship
Hiring

dif-:-fere-nt

fields such as physics, chemistry and biology., Wilson went on to
say that"geok)gyprovkte the framework for evaluating a large variety of
scientific and social issues."
The addition of these geology
courses, however, is not the only
change m curriculum. Many classes
have been renamed or redefined with
a new educational emphasis.
Courses m the archaeotogy department have been revised, providing a
broader overview of the discipline
itself. Two new mythology classes
arebeingofiiEfed,themsehwbranches
of a prior course which served as an
omnibus study. Now, epics and tragedy and comedy will be covered in
two separate courses, allowing for
greaterdetailof investigation. Courses
in die women's studies, history and
communication departments, among
others, have also been revamped.

TO LEAD

9-- 11

11:15-1:3- 0

nature an interdisciplinary science."

It utilizes information from many

Professional Management Education.;
for Ethical Leadership and Problem Solving

April 22, 1994
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Dancing on McGaw to celebrate Earth Day
B

far students to learn more about

j MICHAEL DITTMAN

ng

program and information about
Wayne National Forest, a woodland

This Saturday to celebrate Earth
Day.StadatActrvities Board (SAB)
along wim (be Environmental
the Volunteer Networkand ine Greeabouae program boose wi3 present Dancing Qa
McCaw. Seven bands will perform

in southern Ohio wbich is beinx threatened by strip mining.

Coo-cerracfStuderts(O-

OS).

Thefesomesstartat20pjn.and

jndenviroaoeiniianiacknboariis
win be set op. As with other events in
and
toe past, free pcivorn. Coca-Co- la
key chains wH be available.
QriginaQy scheduVd lo be caDed
Dancing in (be Qakgrove, the event
was farced lo move lo McGaw after
college (rounds crews became concerned that the Oakgrove's lawn
would have teen damaged and not
look nice far graduation.
Dancing cn McGaw came about
says Amy Tripled "96,
of
SAB's Underground committee, because SAB wanted lo have a campus
band event and also realized that ts
Eked spring events lo take place
outside. ECOS and the other spen-sor- s
have been planning an Earth Day
ctlcbraticn and according to Matt
Zielgkr "96. member of ECOS and
of the Greenhouse,
student
they decided lo com tine forces into
co-cha-

vol-omeeri-

for the renewed recycling

.

ir

stn-dca-

co-lead-er

first band, Carlos, wEl begin playing
at 3:30 p.m. Next Ophelia will hit the
stage and then the band Java Bean
will close op the first three scheduled
bands st4:30 pan. After the first three
bands, an open mike period will be
held. Already scheduled far the open
mike is a CapeHa band Insynch, the
acoustic sounds of Rob Kugler 95
and the bands Blue Johnnies and
Pimpslap. '.
If inclement weather farces Dancing on McGaw inside, the event win
take place m The Underground. The
sponsors will make the decision at 12
pjn. on Saturday and fryers will be
posted on McGaw to inform students.
Admission is free to College of
Wooster students. The sponsors of
Dancing On McGaw ask that no one
attending Dancing on McGaw bring
private containers of alcohol. However, ECOS does ask that you bring a
reusable mug or glass if you plan on
provided.
drinking the Coca-Co-

It's something that
we hope win continue far yean after,
das," said Trip lea.
To raise awareness of local environmental issues, ECOS and the
cos celebration.

Greenhouse will have mfannanon
booths set up which win include a
pfirinn fr "p mrt mi'Tinpi m rm.
pus r""'!, information about the proposed Tropicana boycott, a chance

la

'Delusions of Grandma5 Wooster student records

'In My Nature'

Challenges notions of motherhood
By AMY BA OX
Carrie Fisher's success as an artist
leaches beyond her fame at the prin-cewith the wild braids from the Star
Wan trilogy. She ts also an
novelist and screen writer.
Crises have described her first two
books. "Postcards From the Edge"
and "Surrender the Ptek. as smart
and seriously funny.
Ia this same spirit. Fisher's third
novel, "Ddanorti of Grandma" is a
sassy comedy which seeks to reveal
the lighter side of some ofEle's moat
serious issues crlifirrafiipt,
and even death.
CoraSbarpe
writer who Eves a "tfs load Efe"
.

ss

accom-p&sh-

ed

preg-nan- cy

.

tittttric wmttt. Riy, her lover, is a
reserved lawyer who cannot ooder-staCoca's seed lo be such a ver-biyoDJDdia person. Eventually.
Cora's fcabEiry to lead a tame and
quiet social ie ends her irlaf irraftip
wiaRay. However, after me break
cp. Coca discovers she fat pugiaa
and decides id raise tic chili on bcr .
own. It's a E2s changing decision,
one that Cora greets wid humor, act
dccitasiott.
The satire and sarcasm of "Deta- of Grandma" encourages (he
serious
reader lo End the humor
Vwt
whenCortaaustdeal
Even
fM
widi the ceata of a doas friend, she
I to laugh and x see the joy kt

the transition from this world to the
neat Fisher dcuxiuttaics how. when
faced wna someone's death, we as
humans grow more passiomie
our own stale of living. For Cora and
Ray, their friend's dead) actuary intensifies their love.
Not only does this novel break all
conventions of when to moura and
when to cry, it also portrays motherhood in a fresh Egia. for Cora is not
interested in decorating the nursery or
choosing a beautiful name. Rather
she com plains about gi owing fat, getting stretch marks and the itspona-bCir- y
of caring far someone far the
years.
IS
next
Cora faces the seriousness ofbeing
a single mother with burner, hiding
her fear behind joke about relentless
burping and crying. She portrays

atA

nd

n

as a
TJeJusions

of Grandma" is an ex-

cellent book which mocks the
of die situations in which we
find ourselves and others. The novel
leaches as that we can laugh and st3
have compassion far one another and
ourselves. This isafun novel not only
far its contents, but also for its author,
far it is jrrtrrrsring lo see that our
juifjitfif princess has grown into
a well respected wrirr widi a sassy
aeri-ousn- ess

arrjTnrVi,

Books for review provided

b)

...

.J
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By SUSAN
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Wooster student Rob Kngler 93
released his second album, Tn My
Nature," this week. Kugler served as
the singer, guitarist, song writer and
producer of the album.
"In My Narure"contaks nix songs
wiia tT" ranging from relation-thjand finding joy in insignificant
things lo growing op. Kuglersaidhis
sound is " a cross between the Indigo Gab and the Smima. The ryrics
are irflnrrred by Dylan and Paul
Sknoa but when I look at myself and
their stuffl don't see a ion of smuTari-ties- ."
ed
His style has also been
disagrees
Kugler
to folk art but
folk famora fexEjsnoos."
because
La aorc art,
Kugler said
Eke my diary, lean look ata song and
lenyoawhatrve been going through.
I hope to share widt an audience the
way I see things. Vsmyway lo speak
Id the world." He began writing the
songs far the album in 1990 but
didn't bega tmt3 January of
Ibis year. Ifcccmmetaed, "This was
aomedung I wanted to prove to myself I could (to corny own. It was
recorded Gault lecital han with the
heofRichRjcriari "96, who served
as engineer. Kugler designed the
jacket far the casset which includes
rixaographs by Sieve Young 95.
This album is more professional
ps

com-par-

tu

pro-ducti- on

a

"It only had fiv or six

J0
FRIDAY APRIL 22
d,
Happy Hour at The
kick off the big upcoming weekend with your friends
and warm up for Dancing on
McGaw.
Video "Body Heat." The Underground, 8 pjn. S.50 Bring a
loved one and watch this classic
flick heat up the screen to the
Under-groun-

poimcf meiing.

Red Pin Special.

9--

pjn.

11

Not only can you and your
friends enjoy bowling fun an
night but you can win free games
in our very own Scot Lanes.
SATURDAY APRIL 23
Dancing on McGaw. 230p.m.
Free. Celebrate Spring. Earth
Day and tbe forecoming end of
classes by rocking to campus
bands with afl your friends on
top of McGaw. Makeyor way

to Tbe Underground if the

weather'sbad. Free Coca-Colpopcorn and keychains to everybody who shows up,butbring
your own mugs loconservecups
and to save the earthl This great
by SAB.
event is
ECOS. The Wooster Volunteer
Network and The Greenhouse
program house.
Film The Fugitive" Mateer
730 pjn. A 10 pjn. SI. Watch
as Harrison Ford who plays Dr.
Richard Kimball, a man on the
run, attempts to clear his name
and find the elusive
man, This film adapted from the
60'i television show redifines
the genre of psychotic thriller.
a,

acres cakarjd we oiuy made about 20
copies. A friend needed to produce
some music so we got together and
did that" He plans to send copies of
this albomn to a few producers and
more gigs this surnmer
use k to"-- get
because I now rjave aornexhing professional to show."

Last Sunday. 10.000 people

watched him perform on a Columbus
area sports show "The Zone" during
segmeco at breaks. Kspafbrmances
at the College include four Spotlight
Showcases and a couple of shows in
Tbe Underground. Saturday, he wffl
be perocipBiing in the open mike por-tiof Dancing on McGaw. starting
atSOjun. He has also played at a
few dubs near his hometown in New
Jersey.
Kngler brings to bis music a broad
range of experience, He has played
the guitar for seven years, and also
on

porystrputrornborie.drunuaod

bass. The aatnimcnthe values most,
though, is his voice. He said. T was
earned by meRoyal School Church
Music far 12 years. Anything I do in
to that training."
music, I
Kugler is seriously considering a
"It's something I
wanttopursue. If the music takes me
aornewrjcre,rm going to go there. If
I make a career in music, FIX use the
to make a difference. Show
that yon care and people canreapond."
Copies of "la My Nature" can be
obtained from Kngler for S5.00.

oe

co-sponse- red

one-arm-ed

SUNDAY APRIL 24
"Round
Classic Fum
Mateer 7:30 pjn. Free.
This classic flick shares its name
with a standard jazz tune and
Mid-crig-

ht"

also embraces the music's
imcft ry tfrnpif,
TUESDAY APRIL 26
Video "Fun Metal Jacket"
The Underground. 8 pjn. SJO.
Stanley Kubrickune of the most
popular (Erectors
turns his critical eye to the Vietnam War and documents one
man's struggle through the mad-ne- ss
of wartime srrrenfliries. It's
a sory told in two sections
both boot camp and life
"in country."
de-taQ- ing

rnc.

Strike 'Threesome' : XS; exhibits focus on light
you're outta here
and power within art
i

themes like "Naked Moonwalk
Night" In the movies people who go

g"

to state universities never have to go
to classes. I feel cheated. I think I
missed out on something. When was
the last time for instance, that you saw
a really boss movie about Oberiin,
Threesome" takes place within a
triple suite within a dormitory at one
of these large state universities. It's
the story of. sure enough, a threesome. Stuart Baldwin (Stephen
Baldwin), the youngest of the
"look-at-me-mugbr-TOe-camen"bro-

(bers,

lives in a suite at the aforementioned
large state university. He's the macho
guy who has tattoos, likes to
skate-boardandtaTlniatoabom"car-

nming

pieces of hah pie."
Eddy (Josh Charles) is the nice guy
junior transfer who moves in with
Smart Eddy is (gasp!) questioning
his sexual identity, but Stuart doesn't
realize this at the beginning. To complete the threesorne Alex
(Utraafter-thisHmovsaa-backp-Ta- co

20-someth- ing

Boyle) moves in. But,
get this, she's a girll No really! She's
a girl with a guy's name! Wacky
brilliance!
Complications within the movie's
paper-thi- n
plot arise when the sexual
dynamics kick in after the first 10
minutes of mixed showering and
unsavoury bathroom jokes. PlotTwist
Alert! U turns out that Stuart is hot for
Alex, Alex is hot fbrEddy.and. hold
on to your hats, Eddy is hot for Stuart
Get it? It's a threesane love affair in
threesome Irving anangment! It's a
Be0-for-- 5t

.

Self-effaci- ng

casts a dull pallor upon the room with
its generally dark colors and somber
tones, which contrast with the starkly
painted white walls of the Prick gallery. Two pieces deviate from this
aesthetic, but they are only deviating
in color choice. Most of the work

the brash white horse breaks the monotony of the bland background and
'
gives the piece a focus.
The works of Jennifer Porath '94
Porath's print making is virtual aesand Jeanne Noble '94 are on exhibit in .
thetic opposite. WhereNoble's work
the Prick Art Museum. Jeanne Noble
is stuck in the bog;f5f dark colors,
isapainterwho works in acrylics. She
Porath creates images that are simple
characterizes her approach towards :
andclear. Her show "Gentle
painting by the term "direct"
Radiance," which concenstartDirect painting involves
Most the work concentrates on the trates on the transforming
ing work with no preconceppower of light She cites
tions or ideas of what is going numbing power
the colors burnt
Ansel Adams in her LS.
to be produced. Her work umber, deep blue, black; redemption
statement as a key undercould be described as
this standing to how light trans
It's comes from the subtle restraint
forms objects.
alsodense with nuance, though dulling force
However, the weakness
sparse in actual paint Noble
her work is the lack of
in
isliberalwithherbrushstrokes,
'
concentrates on the numbing power originality of the images. Porath uses
yet conservative with distinctive imof the colors burnt umber, deep blue, beach settmgs for several ofherprints.
agery.
black; redemption comes from the Her best pieces are the "Four Seasons
foherlndependentStudy statement
she immediately asserts mat her work subtle restraint of mis dulling force, of the Sending Forth" and the "Apshould stand on its own, and that her - and is executed most successfully in proaching Light" These images are.
somewhatmore original than the rest
artistic statement of purpose itself is the piece entitled The Three SisTheseries"SendingForm,"though,
not a "guide" to the work. However, ters."
The White Hctse"and The White is really a study in the subtleness of
when shedoes go ahead and talk about
light because the only shadows and
her work, the inherent ideas that she is Bull" are probably the most interestlightened areas are on the limbs of the
ing pieces in the exhibit These at"weary
or "interested in" can
tempt a recreation of the primordial tree. Porath seems to have ignored the
images that Noble writes about in her potential for light affecting the leaves
or an origm of the universe,-- .
LS. statement
of the tree.
duality
surfaces,
Culture, chaos,
though set in
Despite the fact that "Approaching
The
if this seems like a mire of ideas and
LighTis an overused image, thecloud
motifs, then it is defmitely appropriate the recognizably NoWesque landfor description, though academic, of scape that is almost not a landscape, in the background is probably one of
Noble's work. Formally, the art it is creates the primordial horse image the best execution of light's 'effects on
objects.
swampy, and the body of work itself that even Jung would be proud of
By ASHLEY VAUGHT

of

non-ob-jectteandexpressio-

of

nistic.

of

-

.

:

or

al-mostconiposeaccnplete-

Threesome," makes me wish I had
gone to stale university wiih aD my
friends. In the movies, state universities are huge places with beautiful
people, impromptu food fights and
big frat houses that throw parties with

shining postmodern Three's Company," complete with more buttjokes
than you can shake a, well, than you
can shake a booty at.
The maiH problem with this film is
the characters. They're completely
unbelievable. Alex is a red wine
drinking, black beret wearing. Camel
theatre major.
smoking, "fag-ha(Geez, now thatl thinkabout it, maybe
it's not that unbelievable.) Stuart is
the broadest drawn caricature of masculinity mat I've ever seen in modern
cinema. As a realistically successful
character, Stuart is right up there with
Robin Williams Topeye." Eddy is
the most complete character and in
the film we actually see some scent of
pathos as be tries to decide whether
he's gay, straight, bisexual or "sexual
ambivalent" Wisely, Eddy is made
the focal character of the movie and
most of the information we receive is
voice overs.
through his journal-lik- e
If you like goofy, poorly made,
"college is the best four years of your
life" movies, you might want to try it
out Or you might want to wait for
TCU." (Political Correct University) thatH be out later this summer.
Or you could rent "Real Genius" or
"How I Got Into College" for $.99 at
a video store. If you do go to "Threesome" don't expect a
"St Elmo's Fire" as it's being marketed. It's not
o However, do pay attention to the
scene where Eddy and Stuart go to see
Alex in a production of "Oedipus
Rex" redone with a lesbian theme.
When Alex asks the boys what they
thought of the production, Eddy says,
thedirectingwas nonexistent, and
the acting police should have been
called in on some of those actors--."
Bravo Eddy!
irony is always appreciated by this reviewer.

cosmogony,

By MICHAEL DITTMAN
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is seeking Editors) for the 1994-9- 5 school year. Applications are
available in the Lowry Center Director's office.

Completed applications are due Wednesday, April 27.

Upcoming week in entertainment
April 22
October Project
Peabody's Down Under
Oroboros
Peabody's Cafe
April 23
Ekcostic Hooka
Peabody's Down Under
Moonlight Drive Peabody's Cafe
SaoiMcLachlan
Agora Theatre
t
April 24
Bike Aid Kickoff Party 94

WANTED
ATTENTION
worker far
Ice-Cre- am

40-5- 0

Dependable
Parlor m

,

Schwartz Brothers
Peabody's Down Under
April 25
Peter Hhrimelman
Peabody's Down Under
April 2
.
Anthrax '
Agora Theatre
April 27
Paw, Chamsaw kittens.
Sons of Elvis
Peabody's Down Under
Harambe
Peabody's Cafe
--

April 2S
Red Zone
Peabody's Down Under

TbeReasonyugema
PeabodysCafe
April 29

EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!

Put-in-Ba- y.

hearsweek, good

pay, housing available. Enjoy island life and a great summer job.
Cooks SaOy Sxvau (419)

every week
ENVELOPE STUFFING $600-$80- 0
to
SASE
Free Details:
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
BrooWyn, NewVbrK11230 ' -

,-

PG
135,4.00,7:10,9:40
j-r.-

Lightning

.
Odd Girl Out
.
Peabody's Down Under
Ekoostik Hookah
Peabody'sCafe
Motorbead
Agora Theatre
Gary Primich
WiTbert's Bar & Grille
--

D2 The Mighty Ducks

r.

Clijford-- PG

r

Jack-P-G-

.

1:45,3:50,5:50,8:00,9:55
Threesome R

130,3:40,5:45,8.00,

yj'

10:10
1:00, 3:15.5:30, 7:50,

Cops & RobbersonsPG

1020

1:05,3:10,5:20,730,930
Eight Seconds PG-1- 3

Monkey Trouble PG
1:20,330,5:40,7:50,
9:50
SchuuttersUst-- R
1:10,5:15,9:15
Major League II PG
1:00, 320, 530, 7:45,

1:40,3:55,6:00,8.05,
10:15

Bad Girls R (TUX)

1:15,325,530,755,
10.O5

10:00

4108 BurbankRoad, Wooster

No passes
brfore 6pjn.
$325, all other shows $5.
AU shows

-

(216)

345-875- 5
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straight sets. The duojs 11 3 overall, .
gpod enough to earn them the status
'dropped a crucial North Coast Ath- - as the fifth best Learn in Division IIL
two team of Jason
lebc Conference contest to Denison at
home on Monday.
Gindde 94 and Johan Nyblom 96 .
The Scots, who have found every lost in straight sets, while the team of
possible way to win this season, Peter James "95 and Ward Fisher "96
won the first set before dropping the
pushed their luck too far against
Denison.
last two.
Trailing two matches to one, the
Knowing thata toss would severely
hurt their chances of qualifying for Scots needed to take four of the six
nationals, the Scots went out and did singles matches.
n
evened the match
just thai, dropping a 5--4 decision to
as he overpowered his opponent 6-the Big Red. The loss dropped
6-- 1
1 in the
Woosters record lo 13-at number one. The Scots lop
player is tanked 31st nationally.
NCAC
But shortly after tying the match,
A day after the loss, the midseason .
national rankings came out, with the Soots dropped two quick matches.
Fisher lost 6-- 6--0 at number six
Wooser finding itselfatnumber eight.
The top 12 leamsmDivisionni qualify" and Nyblom lost 64, 6--1 at number
for the national tournament, which two.
Trailing 2 in matches, the Scots
will be hosted atRecSands College in
needed to take the last three singles
California.
If the season ended today, the Scots matches.
Weaver closed the gap by pulling
would qualify for nationals as a team
Cor the first time in their history. But
the loss to unranked Denison leaves
Woosters fate up in the air. The Scots
wiQ have to wait until the end of the
season rankings come out.
The Scots fell behind Denison early,
dropping two of the three doubles
matches. The only win came at numberone, where Warren

.

i

P'

.
.
)3 and James Weaver 96 won in
$3ar

By MARK HUGH
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i
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Tbe Scot golf team, which entered
the week ranked 19th in the latest

NCAADivisonEWLfinishedniiim
J
out of 20 teams in the
Denison-Capi-ta-

Invitational last weekend and sixth
out of 13 in the Indiana (Pa.) Invitational on Wednesday.
Thiscoming weekend. Woosterwifl
tnvdDSpringfield fbnhe Wmenberg
InvitaaonaL
Individually, Ken Gade "95 cantin-ato lead the way wah an average of
77 JS strokes per round after posting
rounds of 80 and 82 last weekend and
8 loo Wednesday.
Gary Nye 96 is next with an average of 8CL3 strokes per round after
finishing in a tie for sixth at the
DenisoiKCapital Invitational with a
score of 153.
Don VCksch 94,who finished with
a 174 over the weekend, averages
809, while Steve Hardy "94 averages
84 J, and Steve King "97 and Adam
Seib "97 average 86J and 8&5 strokes
per round respectively.
Following this weekend's action,
the Scots win have the next week off.
giving them two weeks to prepare tar
the North Com Athletic Conference
Tournament May 6-es

le

7.

The-iiumb-

r-;-

er

t

u

-

Cham-A-Koo-

1,

2--

3,

2,

4--

photo by BRITTANY BULLART

Warrea

95 serves against Denison on Wednesday.

Cham-A-Ko-on

outa lough three set victory atnumber
four. He upped his impressive record
1012--

2.

But Gindele was unable to pull out
the win at number five, falling 64, 6.
7--

James dosed out the match by win- -

ning
at number three, raising
his record to 13-The Scots will look to keep their
national hopes alive this weekend
L
when they host the Wooster
The first match will be against
Oberlin on Friday.
6-1,-

7-6

2.

Invita-tiona-

.

Charn-A-Ko-

on

FOR SALE
Les Paul imitation electric guuar; portable Crate
amplifier: metal distortion pedal; almost new music stand.
Low. Low price of SI 65

Left-hand-ed

G-1-Q

MINI STORAGE

Antique & Artisan
Emporium

CALL
262-REST-

.'.

-

Downtown ac
215 W.Libeny. Wooster
Collectibles
Lea&er
Jewelry
e
boutique

Antiques
Re-sal-

r

-

Sizes to meet your needs
Locations for your convenience
Prices to meet your budget
Special rates with a
4 month payment - COLDWZJABANXEJt
VUX HEitSHBOlGBI REALTY. INC

SURVIVOR SUPPORT
;
;
SYSTEM

A group of facufy and staff who are available to
confide rtiaJJy assist survivors of, or those who know
survivors of sexual assault For assistance contact:

Nancy Anderson
Heather
Rz-Gibb- cn

PamFrese
Sheryl Horowitz
KeDy

.'.I'

L

Woosicr's men's tennis team

NEWSSERVICES

36-ho-

to
Denison
Scots drop crucial NQAC
match
.

Glide leads
way for Scots

April 22, 1994

Coyie

Cameron Maneese
Mary Young

Hygeia

X2319

Kauke7
KaukelOd
Kauke8
Wishart203

X2371

X2452
X2433
X2079

-- fcie
ofcntcge of yow sanmef end mda
Tte Sncrr Oxxe": get o heed start oa your next-

11

.

-

)

or ten week

-

Whether you wont to improve o cxde w Bghren
next course bed, CCAC is the puce to do rf.
Pittsburgh's CCAC offers o wide vcriety of summer
courses gucrcnteed to transfer to other colleges end
universihes. You con do it with four, six, eight

you

-

sejsiom
iUPenrylvcnia'sbrqest community college,
CCACVrped oxer 1 09.000 students lost year to
today's lebor morket.
more then a ton from your
vocation. Mcle "The Smort Choke" and col your
nearest CCAC campus today for complete
get on edge
This

in

summercet

enrollment infrjrmction.

'
Engfrsh
Sociology
Sciences
Computers
Business
Mathematics
Drafting & Design
Speech
Psychology
Engineering
COMMUNITY

COLLEGE OF

Rubbermaid Center x2576
x2217
Kauke233

Stuaents may also contact the CoBege counselors at x231 9 or
members of the ciery. To report an assault, contact the
Wooster Gty Pcfics at
femeroendes). or 264-333-3
or Security at X2590.
9-9-

a- -

ALLEGHENY
COUNTY

i HA

awasA.

till W ISH

41217ta5l

41237000

4124t

1100
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Pagell

Baerosse teams' seasons coming to a close

Reinhart,
Lady Scots
host Kenyon

Scots
drop two games
in a row

Wood and the
Lady Scots win
two in a row

NEWSSERVICES

NEWSSERVICES

The Scat lacrosse team goes into
tomorrow's match at Butler with a
record
within the North Coast Athletic Conference.
On Saturday,Woostawasclefeated
by Ohio Wesleyan by a 23-- 6 count,
and they were also defeated by
Denison on Wednesday 14-- 4 at home.
The Scots will then finish the season wuh two NCAC foes.
Individually, the Scots are led by
Marcus Pillion '94 who has scored 24
goals and handed out 13 assists. Next
who has netted 19
is Alex Condon
goals for Wooster thus far this season.
Scott Srwrda "96 has scored 14 goals,
while Glenn Nurmi 94 has scored
four goals and handed out 1 1 assists.

The Lady Scot lacrosse team won
its two matches for the week defeating Buffalo State Saturday 13-- 0 and
1
on Tuesday.
Ohio Wesleyan
Wooster goes into tomorrow's home

,includinga

4-8overaDrecord-

POUon-le- d

1- -5

NEWS SERVICES

16-1-

The Lady Sett terinis team dropped
its last two North Coast Athletic Conference matches,: losing to Ohio
Wesleyan by a score of 3 on Tuesday and also losing to Case Western
Reserve 3 on Wednesday.
Wooster, which is 9 overall and
3
in the NCAC, takes on Kenyon
today at home.
Individually, for the Lady Scots,
Andrea Reinhart 96 contunues to
lead the way with a 5 record at
number two singles. Gina Castro 96
has a 8 markat number one singles,
while both Castro and Reinhart have
a 8 record at number one doubles.
Jill Cbokey 9S is 8 at number
three singles, whik the team ofChokey
and Amy datworthy 97 are 5 at
number two doubles.
6--

6--

7--

record, including a4--2 mark in the
Norm Coast Athletic Conference.
Meg Wood '95 and Shannon Burke
95 led the way against Buffalo State
by each netting three goals. Susannah
Sprang 97 got the shutout in net
Against the Bishops, Burke led the
way once again, this time by scoring
five goals. Individually, Wood leads
the team in scoring with 43 goals and
five assists. Liz Conrad 96 is next
with 27 goals and four assists. Burke
has netted 26 goals.

photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

The Scot lacrosse team dropped a 14--4 decision to Denison on
Wednesday. Wooster finishes op the 1994 season against Butler,
Wittenberg and Kenyon.

-.

2--

9--

6--

6--

7--

8--

One ofthese

irmance
machines can be yours for low monthly payments.
fte other one is just here for looks.

1
mitdmmtllnmiiy, rmlfyjmtmgiim

when you qualify for the Appk (irnputer Ixmh, you could pay as Bale ;
as J3y a month for a tarer Macintosh: Is one of the f
,. ,Te,
Right no

bvvvauxmrt
j
nt i
means youH haw the ability to run

imrvi

.

--

.

5

-

.

high-performan- ce

-I

........

t
programs like statistical

analysis, Simula

I

furtter information on

'

your Appie tampus Keseutx mure
. r- j j
L:
l
if .:u: your budget
sure to find a dream machine thatsi well wi thin .MM.k..nn
-

For further information contact The Computer Sales Office
'
- 201'BjlorHaU,x2252
-;
;r
'
- Makes a terrific Graduation Gift!

Macintosh,

l

.

ni R hi

j

'

-

;

"
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Wcoster sports, the NFL draft
and a few random thoughts

.

A few random thoughts
AtSxxighWoocKxiscarxExxfyfudb
in (be
nee in ibe Ncnb
Coast Athlete Conference, L far one.
am prod of bow one spiing sports
teams are doing. The Wooster spans
BCtne has act exactly bees a great one
Ibis year, wtb no Scot or Lady Scot
team winning aa NCAC tfcle Cats far.
The kutaciaive 23-- 3 Scot baseball
team, however, ia giving some hope
AO-Spa- ns

by WJTA.H

Y.

apSls two wfci NCAC penrerboost Afiegheay

TW Sect baseball
Wednesday. Ti

of aa NCAC crown, and the
ceracbievisg men's tennis team

bUXKkD
(

could very wefl take the NCAC toor-nthis year. Also. MTVrBarTnB'97
setaWoosser record in ibe
dash bst weekend, and the Scot golf
team is currently tanked 19th ia the
nation. Hopefully, tbe spring sports
teams' finish in the NCAC Caa year
will boost us higher than sixft. and
grvt us seine mooKsaom for nexlfalL
In 1937, Major League baseball
Cms wens claiming that the balls were
3uiced" or spaa extra tightly ia order
to make the bill harder. This way,
when fait, the ball would naturally
travel farther. That year, an abnormally high number ofbome rons were
hit, and pitchers earned runs aver
ages skyrocketed. The same claim a
being made (his year. Afchooghkts
only two weeks into thesesca.people
are already claiming that tbe balls are
ey

Wooster wia travel to OberEa far a

100-met- er

Scot baseball improves

record to 23-NEWSSERVICES
The Scot baseball mm, winners of
18 of its fast 20 bsEgsmes. continues
ItsstrirjgofNcrthGxstAmletic Conference doubiebeaders when k takes
on Obcriin on the road axxarow
af-Itjto-

co.

Wooster enters this weekend wiA
a
ao overall record of
10--2
in ibe NCAC after defeating Wincnberj tod Capital last ek-eas well as splitting with Allegheny co Wednesday afternoon at Art
Murray Field.
Individually, first tawnm Chris

nt

23-S.axlud- 2ng

nd

5
Ongolani "94 is the
home runs
and ran taned ia
(47).
Right fkldrrTeny dadu'95 leads
the lean) in tuning (.446), runs scored
(4 IX hits (43) and stolen bases (29).
In addiocriiSesigsated hiaer Jason
Dagan 97 is barring 437 with two
borne runs and 23 runs baaed in.
AlsocoBtribusng areshortstop Mas

00

VwJerat364.csiccrMattPaIra

93 at 338, ariHry man Sean Fryna
93 at JOS. second baseman Jim
Warga "94 at .296. outfielder Tan
Pecuiai "93 at .294 and outfielder
John Tomlnaon 94 at 229.

Applications are now being accepd for
employment in the RE.G equipment room for
1994-9- 5

n

academic year.

Forms are available from the student employment office or at the RE.G equipment
"
roorn window.

'

leaa be ayprecusal for tbe panish-me- nt
they pot their bodies thjoogh to

us

late-rou- nd

experience and savvy on the play-ffield, but now playen dd not evea
have to have moch ptzyiig experience as long as they have the physical
loolscoarrif i fr? ffryrm frw1 tfy
the prr"
Corey Sawyer.adefensrve back on
hst year's naoonal champion Florida
State Serninoles Bram,cngmaDy was
slated to be an early-- to end-fir- st
round pick became of his great skill
levelasadefenaveback. After work
ag

bast bafl:
'
lonxrrow Oberlin (A) 1 pjn.
Butler (A) V30 pjn.
women's lacrosse:
adham (H) 1 pjn.
tomorrow
tomonow

.

track aad field:
tougrrow-- AIK3bioChamTina
ship Meet (A)

toft

"

Saaarday-unda- y

Wiaenberg

Invua(A)

Staubach is not fast enough or big
.

enough, and his arm probably
wouldn't be strong enough for today's
NFL scouts. The difference is that
Staubach was jntriligrnt; he was a
leader who
winner and natural-boled his team into numerous Super
Bowls. Scoots should pay more attention to these characteristics in a
player rather than superficial ones.
m

Bazzoli breaks school
dash
record in 1C
0-me-

By PAUL KINNEY
'

After impressive victories over
Obedaa last week. Woosters track
teams will travel toOoerbeia tomcr-soOuHrpiomhy
for the
w

All-Ohi-

o

Meet.
' The Scots are coming offaa 7
victory, wt3e the Lady Scocure coming off an 6 triumph.
. bxfivkJuaIly.MaeBazzcJi97set
the pace by establishing a new record
84-4-

87-3-

dash wiih a time of

in the
10J seconds.
100-met- er

v

badditaontohisviciorymthelOO-meae- r

dash, Bazzoli also raced to a
dash, followed
desefy by Pieter Salvecda !93 who
was second.
Other individual winneri jncloded
win in the

200-met-

er

The upcontir.jwccZ in Sports:

Sports Challenge

Whose baseball great's brother finished second to Jesse Owens in the
1932 Cfympics?

fi aniKVir4ff drfrny on yonng,
speedy players.
It h still actarcageoos in the NFL
to have300ionnrl tirfrnmt tackles.
Nowadays, however, those men have
to be laa as wcS as bg. That is why
Ohio State's Dan Wilkinson will be
(be Cm pick of tbe draft He is 300-plpounds and is very fast for his
size and hs position.
b used to be in tbe NFL draft that

btzilt

1 86 home

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
the

CbwtoysarjdPiasburSaxlcrxhave

Jdcod

In the first week of the 1994 season.
runs were hit, compared to
128 oaring bat seasons' first week.
Either way, I seaHy do not mind all of
Ibehining. Forme, kmakes basebaS
a frrcv different and a hflle bit more
kaeiesung this ycac ' Hockey is certainly not the most
pcpilar sport among Americans, bat
1 hope that someday k comes ckse. I
waa a3 year for aegrnrlrrrcitirg
two months that is the Stanley Cop
playoffs. The winner of the Sanley
Cup playoff lournarnent will have
played four rounds of bestof-eveseries, with the games being played
every other day. Each game tbe 16
teamspiaywia be atbreakneck speed
for 60 minutes every other day.. The
National Hockey Leasee may not be
very popubr.bot!he playen shoaUat

ing out far scouts, it was found out
that Sawyer does not have exceptional speed among the possible draft
picks at his position, so he is likely to
be chosen later in the draft now. Sawyer has argned that he is as fast and
can keep up with any wide receiver
there is. He cJaims that be cannot run
his fastest when he is being timed and
h running by himself. He needs the
cornpeo tion to take him to another
leveL
I think that Sawyabasapoint here.
Too moch is made these days about
speed and size. It used to be that you
spent your picks on players who had
the most heart and desire and a winning attitude. If Cowboys great Roger
Staubach were just eligible far the
NFL draft this year coming out of the
Naval Academy, he would be a
pick if he were even picked at

wm.
The 1994NatkialFcothallLeagne
draft is this Sunday, and far (be past
several months, scoots have been
workirigpotrntialtliifirr tontatconv
binesand different placea. A big deal
has been aaade out of tbe speed of the
players. Yonng teams Eke (he Dallas

By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER

ter

Wayne Davis 94 in the shot put. Jeff
Kinat "97 in (he pole vault. Tony
Bdcavac96 in thejavelin.Mike Baker
96 in the discus, Paul Kinney 93 in
the 1.300. Salverda in the 400, and
Alex DBwe96 in the 5.000.
Individually. Carrie Headrick 97
ledWoosterwith two wins, takingthe
hurdles and the
hurdles.
Other individual winners included
100-me-

ta

400-met-

er

SunimaKoladmnthekngjuntp.
Michelle Poole 97 in the 1.500, and
Andrea Thomas 97 in the discus.
Lisa Hall 94 won in the javelin,
Shannon 0751 94 in the 100 and
Marcy Hunt "94 in the 800U Also.
Claire Roberts 94 won in the 200,

Quote of the week

today and luwuuuw
.

Wooster
Invite (H)

wonsea'saeanac
. today Kenyan (H) 4 pm.

Td rather pot a gon to my
Wad rather than take another
drink."
former Yankee grtaxMickry
Monde, who is a recovering

,

